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5.1 Vehicle Costs  
This chapter examines vehicle costs, fares, plus any operating subsidies 
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5.1.2     Definitions and Perspectives 

Vehicle Costs include user expenses to own and operate vehicles, sometimes including 
user-paid parking (with care to avoid double-counting costs considered in chapter 5.4), 
plus transit fares and incremental costs of mobility substitutes such as telework.  
 
Affordability refers to costs relative to household budgets, and therefore whether 
people can afford essential goods, including transportation.1 Experts define affordability 
as households spending no more than 45% of budgets on housing and transportation 
combined, so a typical household that spends 30% of its budget on housing, affordability 
requires spending no more than 15% on transportation.2 
  

                                                      
1 Todd Litman (2022), Transportation Affordability: Evaluation and Improvement Strategies, Victoria 
Transport Policy Institute (www.vtpi.org); at www.vtpi.org/affordability.pdf. 
2 CNT (2018), Housing + Transportation Affordability Index, Center for Neighborhood Technology 
(http://htaindex.cnt.org). 

http://www.vtpi.org/
http://www.vtpi.org/affordability.pdf
http://htaindex.cnt.org/
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5.1.3  Discussion 
The following factors should be considered when evaluating users’ vehicle costs. 

 
Vehicle costs can be categorized in various ways. They are often divided into fixed costs 
related to vehicle ownership (purchase or lease, financing, insurance, registration fees 
and scheduled maintenance), and variable (fuel, tire wear, repairs, short-term parking 
and tolls) costs related to vehicle operation. Some costs often categorized as fixed, such 
as depreciation and insurance, are actually partly variable since increased mileage 
increases the frequency of mechanical failures, crashes and traffic citations.3 Table 
5.1.3-1 summarizes various cost categories.  
 
Table 5.1.3-1  Vehicle Costs Categories 

Category Description Typical Automobile Values 

Short-term marginal costs.  Fuel, oil, tire wear, tolls and parking fees. 15-25¢ per vehicle-mile. 

Long-term marginal costs. 
Short-term marginal costs plus mileage-based 
depreciation, crash and traffic citation risks. 10-20¢ per vehicle-mile. 

Vehicle ownership costs. 
Vehicle purchase, financing, insurance, 
registration, taxes and time-based depreciation. $3,000-5,000 per vehicle-year. 

Indirect household costs. Residential parking. $200-2,000 per vehicle-year. 

Total average costs. Total annual costs divided by annual mileage. $0.50 to $1.00 per vehicle-mile. 

There are various types of vehicle costs. Analyses vary in which of these costs are considered.  

 
 
Which costs should be considered depends on the type of analysis. For example: 

 When evaluating how price changes will affect travel decisions, the analysis should focus on 
users’ perceived marginal costs such as fuel expenses, road tolls, parking fees, and fares.  

 When evaluating user savings from roadway improvements, such as smoother roads or 
reduced traffic congestion, analysis should consider changes in short-term marginal costs.  

 When evaluating user savings from affordable mode improvements that reduce automobile 
travel analysis should consider differences in long-run marginal costs. 

 When evaluating the amount that workers should be compensated for using their personal 
vehicles for work purposes, or taxi, ridehailing and delivery drivers’ net income the analysis 
should consider total long-run marginal costs, or if drivers purchase special vehicles, long-
run average costs (total costs divided by total annual mileage) to account for any additional 
vehicle purchase, insurance and residential parking expenses. 

 When evaluating user savings from transportation system changes that affect vehicle travel 
and vehicle ownership, such as transit-oriented development, the analysis should consider 
changes in total household transportation costs. 

  

                                                      
3 Derrick Hang, et al. (2016), “Is Vehicle Depreciation a Component of Marginal Travel Cost?,” Journal of 
Transport Economics and Policy, Vo. 50, 2 (https://bit.ly/34SKWzD); at https://bit.ly/3IbGH0o. 

https://bit.ly/34SKWzD
https://bit.ly/3IbGH0o
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Cost Variables 

Vehicle costs can vary by mode, vehicle type, travel conditions, and factors such as fuel 
prices. Vehicle operating costs tend to increase under stop-and-go driving conditions, 
for high (over 50 mph) and low (under 20 mph) speeds, and on unpaved roads.4  
 
Data Sources 

Various sources provide transportation cost data, although most are incomplete or 
biased. Commonly-cited sources such as automobile associations,5, 6 consumer 
websites,7 and reginal cost of living comparisions8 provide vehicle cost estimates, but 
these generally reflect the transportation demands of their target audiences, which tend 
to be relatively affluent households who own relatively new vehicles with full insurance, 
so these estimates tend to be significantly higher than overall fleet averages.  
 
Household expenditure surveys, such as the U.S. Consumer Expenditure Survey,9 the 
Canadian Survey of Household Spending10 and the European Household Budget Survey11 
report household spending on various goods including transportation. These represent 
lower-bound estimates because motorists tend to underestimate infrequent expenses 
such repairs, parking costs, traffic citations and user-paid crash damage costs.12 One 
study found that motorists overlook about a third of their total vehicle costs, particularly 
large, infrequent expenses such as major repairs and crash damages.13  
 
Affordability refers to costs relative to incomes. Transportation affordability can be 
measured in several ways.14 Costs can be compared with gross (before tax) or net (after 
tax) incomes, or total household expenditures (or budgets). Incomes tend to fluctuate 
more than expenditures. Lower-income households spend more than their incomes on 
average, as illustrated below, living on savings or debt, sometimes intentionally, for 
example, if workers take time off to study, travel, or care for young children, and 

                                                      
4 Natalia Sobrino, Andrés Monzón and Sara Hernandez (2014), “Reduced Carbon and Energy Footprint in 
Highway Operations: The Highway Energy Assessment (HERA) Methodology,” Networks and Spatial 
Economics, 16(1):1-20 (DOI: 10.1007/s11067-014-9225-y); at https://bit.ly/3oNqYNy.  
5 AAA (annual reports), Your Driving Costs, American Automobile Association (https://bit.ly/3Q9GHm3). 
6 Driving Costs Calculator (https://carcosts.caa.ca), Canadian Automobile Association. 
7 Philip Reed and Shannon Bradley (2022), What Is the Total Cost of Owning a Car?, Nerd Wallet,  
(www.nerdwallet.com); at www.nerdwallet.com/article/loans/auto-loans/total-cost-owning-car. 
8 Numbeo (various years), Cost of Living Index by City (www.numbeo.com/cost-of-living).  
9 BLS (annual reports), Consumer Expenditure Survey, Bureau of Labor Statistics (www.bls.gov/cex). 
10 Statistics Canada (various years), Survey of Household Spending, 
www.statcan.gc.ca/en/survey/household/3508.  
11 Eurostat (various years), Household Budget Surveys (https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat); at https://bit.ly/3JwIugZ.  
12 Benjamin Gardner and Charles Abraham (2007), “What Drives Car Use? A Grounded Theory Analysis of 
Commuters’ Reasons for Driving,” Transport. Res. F, Vo. 10/3, pp. 187-200 (doi.org/10.1016/j.trf.2006.09.004).  
13 Mark A. Andor, et al. (2020), “Running a Car Costs Much More Than People Think,” Nature, Vo. 580, pp. 
453-455 (doi: 10.1038/d41586-020-01118-w); at www.nature.com/articles/d41586-020-01118-w. 
14 Todd Litman (2022), Transportation Affordability: Evaluation and Improvement Strategies, Victoria 
Transport Policy Institute (www.vtpi.org); at www.vtpi.org/affordability.pdf. 

https://bit.ly/3oNqYNy
https://bit.ly/3Q9GHm3
https://carcosts.caa.ca/
http://www.nerdwallet.com/
http://www.nerdwallet.com/article/loans/auto-loans/total-cost-owning-car
http://www.numbeo.com/cost-of-living
http://www.bls.gov/cex
http://www.statcan.gc.ca/en/survey/household/3508
https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat
https://bit.ly/3JwIugZ
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S136984780600088X
https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-020-01118-w
http://www.vtpi.org/
http://www.vtpi.org/affordability.pdf
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sometimes under duress, due to unemployment or lost income. Expenditures are a 
better indicator of long-term wealth, because they even out year-to-year fluctuations, 
but income is a better indicator of the financial stress caused by unplanned income 
reductions. As a result, expenditures should be considered an upper-bound and net 
income a lower-bound indicator of low-income households’ affordability. 
 
Figure5.1.3-1  Household Income and Expenditures (BLS 2011-2020) 

 

 
Affordability can be 
measured relative to 
incomes or expenditures. 
Most lower-income 
households spend more than 
they earn, and higher 
income households spend 
less. This may reflect 
intentional reductions in 
income to study, travel or 
care for young children, or 
due to unintended income 
reductions due to 
unemployment. 
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5.1.4 Vehicle Cost Estimates 
This section describes various vehicle cost estimates. The table below summarizes key results. 

 

Table 5.1.4-1   Automobile Cost Summary – Selected Sources 

Publication Costs Considered Typical Values 

AAA Your Driving Costs, 2020 
Vehicle ownership and operating 
expenses 

Fixed: $6,593 
Variable: 20₵ per mile 

BLS Consumer Expenditure 
Survey, 2019 

Vehicle ownership and operating 
expenses 

Fixed: $3,247 
Variable: 20₵ per mile 

Highway Economics 
Requirements System 

Operating expenses including fuel, tire 
wear and mileage-based depreciation. 

$0.30 to $0.42 per car-mile, depending 
on speeds and conditions 

Employee vehicle compensation 
or tax deductions 

Some only consider variable costs, 
others total average costs. 

20-30₵ per vehicle-mile variable costs, 
40-80₵ per vehicle-mile average costs 

This table summarizes vehicle cost estimates of various studies. Automobile association estimates can be 
considered upper-bound values since they reflect the newer vehicles with comprehensive insurance driven 
by their members. Consumer expenditure surveys can be considered to reflect lower-bound values since 
motorists tend to overlook some costs. Highway agency and employee compensation studies focus on 
long-run variable costs, often ignoring fixed costs. 
 
 

The U.S. Department of Energy report, Comprehensive Total Cost of Ownership 
Quantification for Vehicles with Different Size Classes and Powertrains estimated Total 
Costs of Ownership (TCO) for various types of personal and freight vehicles including 
vehicle cost and depreciation, financing, fuel costs, insurance costs, maintenance and 
repair costs, taxes and fees, and other operational costs. The figure below compares 
costs by drivetrain type. It includes many other estimates and comparisons. 
 

Figure 5.1.4-1   Estimated Per-Mile Costs for Small SUV by Drivetrain Type15 

 

This figure compares total costs 
per mile for gasoline-fueled 
internal combustion engine 
(ICE-SI), diesel-fueled internal 
combustion engine (ICE-CI), 
hybrid electric vehicle (HEV), 
plug-in hybrid electric vehicle 
with 50-mile electric range 
(PHEV50), fuel cell electric 
vehicles (FCEV), and range 
battery electric vehicle with 
300-mile range (BEV300). 

 

                                                      
15 Andrew Burnham, et al (2021), Comprehensive Total Cost of Ownership Quantification for Vehicles with 
Different Size Classes and Powertrains, USDOE (doi:10.2172/1780970); at www.osti.gov/biblio/1780970. 

http://www.osti.gov/biblio/1780970
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Automobiles  

Automobile associations publish vehicle cost estimates.16,17,18 These can be considered 
upper-bound estimates because they reflect the types of vehicle chosen by their clients: 
relatively new vehicles (less than six years old) with full insurance. The table below 
slows the American Automobile Association’s estimates. Ownership costs average about 
$6,600 per year and operating costs average about 20₵ per vehicle-mile. The Canadian 
Automobile Association’s Driving Costs Calculator (https://carcosts.caa.ca) provides 
estimates for Canadian markets and driving conditions. 
 
Table 5.1.4-2  2020 AAA Vehicle Cost Estimates (AAA 2020) 

 
Medium 
Sedan 

Medium 
SUV Minivan 

Pickup 
Truck 

Hybrid 
Car 

Electric 
Car 

Weighted 
Average 

Ownership (fixed) costs $6,054 $6,831 $7,004 $7,705 $6,140 $7,450 $6,593 

Operating costs per veh.-mile $0.18 $0.21 $0.21 $0.24 $0.13 $0.11 $0.20 

Total for 15,000 annual miles $8,734 $10,036 $10,101 $11,308 $8,148 $9,119 $9,561 

Total average per vehicle-mile $0.58  $0.67  $0.67  $0.75  $0.54  $0.61  $0.64  

This table summarizes automobile association cost estimates for various vehicles. These are upper-bound 
estimates because they represent newish vehicles with full insurance. 

 
 
Consumer expenditure surveys tend to provide lower-bound values because motorists 
tend to under-report infrequent vehicle costs such as repairs, parking fees, traffic 
citations and crash costs.19 Table 5.1.4-3 summarizes the U.S. Consumer Expenditure 
Survey’s transportation-related data by income quintile for 2011 to 2020.  
 
Table 5.1.4-3    Expenditures by Income Quintile, Averaged 2012-2020 (BLS 2011-2020) 

 Lowest Second Third Fourth Fifth Average 

Net income $11,530 $29,800 $48,629 $75,890 $154,171 $64,004 

Expenditures $24,935 $36,229 $47,276 $64,470 $109,441 $56,470 

Persons 1.7 2.2 2.5 2.8 3.2             2.5  

Vehicles 1.0 1.5 1.9 2.3 2.8             1.9  

Owns at least one vehicle 66% 87% 94% 96% 97%             0.9  

Total vehicle expenses $3,497 $5,794 $8,140 $10,732 $15,716 $8,776 

Average expenses per vehicle $3,660 $3,834 $4,284 $4,599 $5,680 $4,412 

Total fuel expenses $1,033 $1,642 $2,201 $2,772 $3,382 $2,206 

Fuel Expenses per vehicle $1,081 $1,087 $1,159 $1,188 $1,222 $1,165 

Average cost per vehicle-mile $0.44 $0.46 $0.48 $0.50 $0.61 $0.50 

Public transportation $204 $278 $405 $593 $1,512 $598 

Total Transportation expenses $3,701 $6,072 $8,545 $11,324 $17,228 $9,374 

This table summarizes household transportation expenditures by income quintile (fifth of households). 
These are lower-bound estimates because motorists tend to underestimate vehicle expenses. 

                                                      
16 AAA (annual reports), Your Driving Costs, American Automobile Association 
(https://newsroom.aaa.com/auto/your-driving-costs). 
17 Driving Costs Calculator (https://carcosts.caa.ca), Canadian Automobile Association. 
18 Car Running Costs (www.theaa.com/motoring_advice/running_costs), British Automobile Association 
19 Andor, et al. (2020). 

https://carcosts.caa.ca/
https://newsroom.aaa.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/2020-Your-Driving-Costs-Brochure-Interactive-FINAL-12-9-20.pdf
https://vtpi.org/Expenditures_2012-2020.xlsx
https://newsroom.aaa.com/auto/your-driving-costs/
https://carcosts.caa.ca/
http://www.theaa.com/motoring_advice/running_costs/index.html
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This indicates that during that nine-year period motorists spent at least $4,412 per 
vehicle, averaging about 50₵ per vehicle-mile overall, of which about 35₵ were fixed 
and 15₵ were variable. Figure 5.1.4-2 shows average expenditures by cost category.  
 
Figure 5.1.4-2  2019 Transportation Expenditures (BLS 2019) 

 

 
The U.S. Household Expenditure Survey 
collects detailed data on transportation 
spending. Such surveys tend to 
underestimate infrequent expenses such as 
major repairs, parking fees, and user-paid 
crash damage costs. 
 
The largest expenses are fixed costs, 
including vehicle purchases and leases, 
financing, insurance and maintenance. Only 
about 20% of total expenses are for fuel. 

 
 
Fuel prices tend to fluctuate more than other vehicle expenses. When prices are high, 
such as 2012-14, fuel represents more than a third of vehicle expenses, but when prices 
are lower, such as 2016-18, this declines to less than a quarter, as illustrated below. 
 
Figure 5.1.4-3  Fuel and Non-fuel Expenditures, 2012-2020 (BLS 2012-2020) 

 
Fuel prices fluctuate. When prices are high fuel represents more than 33% of total vehicle 
expenses, but when low it represents less than 25%. 
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Statistics Canada’s Survey of Household Spending20 indicates that in 2019 the average 
Canadian household spent 11,258 (12% of total expenditures) on private transport and 
$1,479 (1.6% of total expenditures) on public transportation. This is the second largest 
expenditure category, after shelter.  
 
The New Zealand government publishes household expenditure survey data indicating 
that in 2018-19 New Zealand households spent an average of NZ$11,222 annually on 
local and long-distance transportation, representing 16% of total household spending, 
of which NZ$7,899 was spent on private motor vehicles, including NZ$2,522 on fuel.21 
Since there were approximately two vehicles per household, New Zealand motorists 
spend about NZ$4,000 annually per vehicle, including NZ$1,261 per vehicle on fuel.  
 
Figure 5.1.4-4  Transport Expenditures (BLS 2015; EuroStats 2015; StatsCan 2015) 

 
The household expenditures and the portion of household budgets devoted to transportation are much 
lower in Europe than in Canada and the U.S. 

 
 
The European Union’s Household Budget Survey22 provides consumer expenditure data 
for European countries, as summarized in Figure 5.1.3-4. European households spend 
less and devote a smaller portion of their budgets to transport than in North America. 

                                                      
20 Stats Canada (various years), Survey of Household Spending, Statistics Canada (www.statcan.gc.ca); at 
https://doi.org/10.25318/1110022301-eng.  
21 Stats (2020), Household Expenditure Statistics, Stats NZ Tatauranga Aotearoa (www.stats.govt.nz); at 
www.stats.govt.nz/information-releases/household-expenditure-statistics-year-ended-june-2019.  
22 EuroStats (2015), Household Budget Survey, EuroStats (https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat); at 
https://bit.ly/3rSYnIt.  
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Although this may partly reflect differences in survey methods, the results are plausible 
due to significantly lower vehicle ownership rates between European and North 
American households. For example, the U.S. has 816 vehicles per 1,000 residents, 42% 
more than in Germany (574 per 1,000), and 69% more than in France (482 per 1,000).23 
 
Transportation agencies use vehicle cost models to evaluate the user savings from 
roadway improvements such as smoother and wider highways.24 These usually only 
consider operating costs. 

 The U.S. FHWA’s Highway Economic Requirements System estimates that in 2021 operating 
costs typically averaged approximately $0.30 to $0.42 per car-mile and $0.75 to $1.23 per 
large truck-mile, depending on travel speeds and conditions.25  

 Used vehicle price guides (www.edmunds.com and www.kbb.com) indicate that mileage-
based depreciation typically averages 5₵ to 10₵ per vehicle-mile on older vehicles, and more 
for newer vehicles.26 Vehicle leases often charge 5-15¢ per mile over 15,000 annual miles. 

 Various studies estimate appropriate reimbursement and tax deduction rates for 
employee’s use of their personal vehicles.27 In 2020 the IRS standard tax deduction was 
58.5₵ per mile, but other methods may be used, such as Fixed and Variable Rate (FAVR) that 
itemizes vehicle costs.28 These generally estimate 20-30₵ per vehicle-mile variable costs and 
40-80₵ per vehicle-mile average costs (total annual costs divided by total annual miles). 

 The Australian Transport Assessment and Planning’s Vehicle Operating Cost Model29 reports 
costs for twenty vehicle types ranging from about $0.22 per kilometre for small cars up to 
$1.90 per kilometre for heavy trucks, with adjustments for driving conditions.  

 The UK Transport Analysis Guidance (TAG) includes a spreadsheet model that calculates fuel 
and non-fuel resource vehicle operating costs that include oil, tyres, and depreciation, which 
are estimated to average about 4 British Pences per car-kilometre in 2010, which adding fuel 
costs and accounting for inflation and exchange rates totals 30-50₵ per vehicle-mile.30 

                                                      
23 Wikipedia (2020), List of Countries by Vehicles per Capita 
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_countries_by_vehicles_per_capita).  
24 BCA (2009), “Vehicle Costs,” Transportation Benefit-Cost Analysis 
(http://bca.transportationeconomics.org/benefits/vehicle-operating-cost).  
25 FHWA (2021), “Exhibit A-9: Highway Investment Analysis Methodology,” Highway Economic 
Requirements System, Federal Highway Administration (www.fhwa.dot.gov/policy/24cpr).  
26 Art Ludwig (2002), Understatement of Auto Operation Costs by AAA (www.oasisdesign.net); at 
www.oasisdesign.net/transport/cars/depreciation.htm. 
27 MBurse (2022), Everything You Need to Know about Mileage Reimbursements; MBurse 
(www.mburse.com); at www.mburse.com/everything-you-need-to-know-about-mileage-reimbursements.  
28 Motus (2022), Vehicle Programs: Is Mileage Reimbursement Taxable?, Motus (www.motus.com); at 
www.motus.com/is-mileage-reimbursement-taxable.  
29 ATAP (2017), “Table 26, Vehicle Operating Cost Model,” Australian Transport Assessment and Planning 
Guidelines, ATAP Steering Committee Secretariat (https://atap.gov.au); at https://bit.ly/3JNR235.  
30 DfT (2006-2020), Transport Analysis Guidance, UK Department for Transport (www.dft.gov.uk); at 
www.gov.uk/guidance/transport-analysis-guidance-webtag. See spreadsheet Tab A1.3.15. 

http://www.edmunds.com/
http://www.kbb.com/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_countries_by_vehicles_per_capita
http://bca.transportationeconomics.org/benefits/vehicle-operating-cost
http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/policy/24cpr
http://www.oasisdesign.net/
http://www.oasisdesign.net/transport/cars/depreciation.htm
http://www.mburse.com/
http://www.mburse.com/everything-you-need-to-know-about-mileage-reimbursements
http://www.motus.com/
http://www.motus.com/is-mileage-reimbursement-taxable
https://atap.gov.au/
https://bit.ly/3JNR235
http://www.dft.gov.uk/
http://www.gov.uk/guidance/transport-analysis-guidance-webtag
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 New Zealand’s Monetized Benefits and Costs Manual estimates that in favorable conditions 
vehicle operating costs range from about NZ$0.22 per kilometre for cars to more than 
NZ$1.00 for heavy trucks, with higher rates on inclined, rough or congested roads.31  

 
Figure 5.1.4-5  New Zealand Vehicle Operating Cost Example (Waka Kotahi 2021) 

 

 
This is one of dozens of tables and 
graphs included in Australian, New 
Zealand, UK and US vehicle operating 
cost (VOC) models. These are intended 
to reflect total marginal costs and so 
include fuel, tire wear and distance-
based depreciation, but not fixed costs. 
 
This example from New Zealand’s 426-
page “Monetized Benefits and Costs 
Manual” shows how operating costs 
measured in 2015 cents per kilometre 
are affected by travel speed and 
gradient on an urban arterial.  

 
 

 The study, Exploration of a Shift in Household Transportation Spending from Vehicles to 
Public Transportation calculates savings when households to reduce vehicle ownership.32  

 The report, Our World Accelerated used historical data to estimate household 
transportation costs from 1900 to 2020. During the Twentieth Century, personal mobility 
increased by an order of magnitude but so did associated costs to households and 
communities. In 1900, household transportation expenses were minimal but increased to 
more than 20% of household budgets by the 1980s and have declined little since. 

 
 
 

                                                      
31 Waka Kotahi (2021), “Appendix 4,” Monetized Benefits and Costs Manual, New Zealand Transport 
Agency (www.nzta.govt.nz); at www.nzta.govt.nz/resources/monetised-benefits-and-costs-manual.  
32 Steven E. Polzin, Xuehao Chu and Vishaka Shiva Raman (2008), Exploration of a Shift in Household 
Transportation Spending from Vehicles to Public Transportation, Center for Urban Transportation 
Research (www.nctr.usf.edu); at www.nctr.usf.edu/pdf/77722.pdf. 

http://www.nzta.govt.nz/resources/monetised-benefits-and-costs-manual
http://www.nzta.govt.nz/
http://www.nzta.govt.nz/resources/monetised-benefits-and-costs-manual
http://www.nctr.usf.edu/
http://www.nctr.usf.edu/pdf/77722.pdf
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Figure 5.1.4-6  Household Transportation Expenditures33 

 

 
Household 
transportation 
expenses increased 
significantly as 
motor vehicle travel 
grew during the 
Twentieth Century. 

 

 
 
  

                                                      
33 Todd Litman (2020), Our World Accelerated, Victoria Transport Policy Institute (www.vtpi.org); at 
www.vtpi.org/TIEI.pdf.  
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Hybrid and Electric Vehicles 

The AAA driving cost report and other sources indicate that hybrid and electric vehicles 
cost 10-30% more to purchase than a comparable internal combustion engine (ICE) 
vehicle, but typically reduce operating costs by about half, depending on conditions and 
electricity prices. Electric vehicles are currently subsidized directly, and their operation is 
subsidized indirectly because they are not charged road user fuel taxes. These subsidies 
currently average about $1,000 annually or about 8₵ per mile, as illustrated below.  
 
Table 5.1.4-4 Typical Electric Vehicle Subsidies34  

Subsidy Annual Value 
Corporate Average Fuel Economy (CAFE) credits ($4,700 over 15 years) $313 

Purchase subsidy ($5,000 over a 15-year vehicle life) $333 

Electric vehicle recharging stations (50 free annual recharges costing $2.50) $125 

Road user fee exemption (12,500 annual miles, 20 mpg, 50₵ tax per gallon) $310 

Total Annual Subsidy $1,081 

Electric vehicles receive various subsidies that currently total more than $1,000 per year.  

 
 
A typical electric car uses 3₵ to 12₵ worth of electricity per mile, about half the fuel 
costs of an equivalent gasoline car, but its batteries must be replaced about every 
100,000 miles, which currently costs $3,000-15,000 or 3-10₵ per vehicle-mile.35 The 
Update on Electric Vehicle Costs in the United States Through 2030,36 predicts that the 
price premium for electric vehicles will decline as batteries become cheaper, resulting in 
comparable purchase prices as fossil fuel vehicles by 2030, and their total annualized 
costs will be comparable by 2026, but as battery costs decline motorists tend to 
purchase larger battery sets, so per vehicle costs will probably decline little. 
 
Autonomous Vehicles 

Recent studies have estimated the future costs of autonomous vehicles.37,38 Table 5.1.4-
5 identifies additional equipment and services required for autonomous operation. 
Since failures could be deadly, they need robust and redundant components maintained 
by specialists, which increases their maintenance and repair costs. This suggests that 
autonomous driving capability will probably add several thousand dollars to new vehicle 
purchase prices plus hundreds of dollars in additional annual costs, increasing total costs 
by a few thousand dollars per vehicle-year, at least until competition and depreciation 
make these technologies available on cheaper models and used vehicles. 

                                                      
34 Todd Litman (2020), “Table 2,” Comprehensive Transport Emission Reduction Planning, Victoria 
Transport Policy Institute (www.vtpi.org); at www.vtpi.org/cterp.pdf.  
35 Edmunds (2019), True Cost of Powering an Electric Car, (www.edmunds.com); at https://edmu.in/2CT1k5s. 
36 Nic Lutsey and Michael Nicholas (2019), Update on Electric Vehicle Costs in the United States Through 
2030, International Council for Clean Transportation (www.theicct.org); at https://bit.ly/3LSt1tM. 
37 Todd Litman (2021), Autonomous Vehicle Implementation Predictions: Implications for Transport 
Planning, Victoria Transport Policy Institute (www.vtpi.org); at www.vtpi.org/avip.pdf.  
38 Ashley Nunes and Kristen D. Hernandez (2020), “Autonomous Taxis & Public Health: High Cost or High 
Opportunity Cost?, Transportation Research Part A, Vo. 138, pp. 28-36 (doi.org/10.1016/j.tra.2020.05.011). 

http://www.vtpi.org/
http://www.vtpi.org/cterp.pdf
http://www.edmunds.com/
https://edmu.in/2CT1k5s
http://www.theicct.org/
https://bit.ly/3LSt1tM
http://www.vtpi.org/
http://www.vtpi.org/avip.pdf
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tra.2020.05.011
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Table 5.1.4-5  Autonomous Vehicle Equipment and Service Requirements 

All Autonomous Vehicles Shared (Taxi or Transit) Autonomous Vehicles 

 Sensors (optical, infrared, radar, laser, etc.). 

 Automated controls (steering, braking, signals, etc.) 

 Software, servers and power supplies.  

 Short range vehicle-to-vehicle communication 
networks, plus Internet access for maps, software 
upgrades and road reports. 

 Navigation. GPS systems and special maps. 

 Critical component maintenance, repair and testing. 

 Dispatching and fleet management. 

 Business administration and insurance. 

 Business profits. 

 Security. 

 Frequent cleaning and repairs. 

 Delays and empty vehicle-miles for passenger 
loading. 

Autonomous vehicles, particularly those that are shared, will incur additional costs. 

 
 
This suggests that for the foreseeable future private autonomous vehicle costs will 
probably average $0.80-$1.20 per vehicle-mile, which may eventually decline to $0.60-
$1.00 per mile as the technology becomes available in cheaper models. Shared 
autonomous taxis will probably cost $0.50 to $1.00 per vehicle-mile, and shared 
autonomous transit will probably cost $0.20-0.40 per passenger-mile. This is cheaper 
than human-operated taxis ($2.00 to $4.00 per mile), but more expensive than personal 
vehicle operating costs or public transit fares (20-40¢ per passenger-mile). 
 
Figure 5.1.4-7  Cost Comparison39 

 
Autonomous vehicles (AVs) are likely to cost more than human-driven private vehicles (HVs) and 
public transit, but less than human-driven taxis and ridehailing services.  
 

 

                                                      
39 Litman (2021) 
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Some studies estimate lower costs but they ignore costs such as cleaning and vandalism, 
profits, empty vehicle travel, and roadway user fees, and so are underestimates.40 Some 
argue that these additional costs will be offset by insurance and fuel cost savings, but 
that seems unlikely. For example, if autonomous driving cuts collision insurance costs in 
half, the $300-500 annual savings is just 10-20% of estimated additional costs. Fuel cost 
savings are also likely to be small, and additional equipment and larger vehicles to serve 
as mobile offices may increase rather than reduce energy consumption. 
 
Autonomous operation can provide large savings for commercial vehicles, including 
freight trucks and buses, due to their high labor costs, but will not necessarily eliminate 
the need for on-board workers since many delivery vehicles require operators to unload 
goods, and buses may need conductors to provide passenger services and security. 
 
Public policies will affect these costs. Many predicted benefits, such as reduced 
congestion, crashes and pollution emissions require that autonomous vehicles have 
dedicated lanes so they can platoon (numerous vehicles drive close together at 
relatively high speeds). Governments will need to determine the tolls for autonomous 
vehicle lanes and whether to charge electric vehicles road user fees. 
 
Rideshare Passengers 

Rideshare (car- and vanpool) passengers using otherwise empty seats cause small 
increases in fuel consumption and mileage. Rideshare passengers tend to have relatively 
long commutes, which is a major motivation for choosing this mode. Vanpools operated 
by transit agencies have costs averaging 16₵ per mile of which 11₵ is user fares and 5₵ 
is public subsidies.41 Privately-operated car- and vanpools are unsubsidized and so 
probably cost about 15₵ per passenger-mile. 
 
Carsharing and Rental Vehicles 

Carsharing consists of vehicle rental services designed to substitute for private vehicle 
ownership, with vehicles located in residential neighborhoods and priced by the hour. 
Prices, which include all expenses, typically range from $10 to $20 per hour, or $60 to 
$120 per day. For a typical user this averages about $1.00 per mile, depending on type 
of vehicle and distance travelled. 
 
Taxi and Ridehailing 

Taxis and ridehailing services (such as Uber and Lyft, also called Transportation Network 
Companies) provide door-to-door transport with a paid driver. Taxies use dedicated 
vehicles with special signage and meters, are highly regulated, and often use telephone 
dispatching. Ridehailing services rely a larger pool of drivers who use their personal 
vehicles, with apps that dispatch and pay fares.  
 

                                                      
40 Irem Kok, et al. (2017), Rethinking Transportation, RethinkX (www.rethinkx.com); at http://bit.ly/2pL0cZV. 
41 APTS (2021). 

http://www.rethinkx.com/
http://bit.ly/2pL0cZV
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Because taxis are dedicated vehicles with special equipment their fares must recover 
total vehicle costs, typically 50-80₵ per vehicle-mile. Because ridehailing drivers use 
their personal vehicles, their fares need only recover their marginal costs, typically 30-
40₵ per mile. Because of their lower costs, ridehailing tends to have significantly lower 
fares that taxi services. Websites such as Ride Guru (https://ride.guru) and Taxi Fare 
Finder (www.taxifarefinder.com) compare fares, as illustrated in Figure 5.1.3-8. Taxies 
typically charge $2.00 to $4.00 per mile, depending on type of service (standard or 
premium), trip length, location, and time. Ridehailing services typically charge 20-40% 
less, from $1.50 to $3.00 per mile, although these price differences may decline as 
ridehailing companies raise fares to increase driver payments and profits.42 
 
Figure 5.1.4-8  Taxi Versus Ridehailing Fares 

 

 
Because of their higher 
overhead costs, taxies tend 
to have higher fares than 
ridehailing services, such as 
Uber and Lyft, although 
these differences vary widely 
and are likely to decline as 
the industry responds to 
competition.  

 
 
Motorcycles 

Although motorcycles are less expensive than a car to purchase and operate, their 
average costs per passenger-mile are relatively high due to low annual mileage and 
occupancy.43 This assumes $2,000 in annual fixed costs and 10₵ per mile variable costs. 
 
Public Transit 

The American Public Transportation’s annual Public Transportation Fact Book provide 
detailed information on U.S. and Canadian public transit services costs and fares, 
analyzed by mode. Table 5.1.4-6 summarizes costs and fares for roadway and fixed 
guideway modes. This indicates that on average roadway transit services cost $1.70 per 
passenger-mile of which $0.29 (17%) was paid by fares, and fixed guideway services cost 
$1.13 of which $0.23 (20%) was fares.  
 
 
 

                                                      
42 Henry Grabar (2022), “The Decade of Cheap Rides Is Over. How American Life was Changed by a 
Subsidy Uber and Lyft can no Longer Afford,” Slate (https://slate.com); at https://bit.ly/3sVdjWF.  
43 Oak Ridge National Laboratory (annual reports), “Table 2.13,” Transportation Energy Data Book, U.S. 
Department of Energy (https://tedb.ornl.gov).  

https://ride.guru/
http://www.taxifarefinder.com/
https://slate.com/
https://bit.ly/3sVdjWF
https://tedb.ornl.gov/
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Table 5.1.4-6  2019 Transit Costs, Revenues and Fares44 

 Total Bus 
Demand 

Response Vanpool 
Regional 

Rail 
Heavy 

Rail 
Light 
Rail 

All 
Modes 

Cost per passenger-mile $1.59 $3.79 $0.16 $0.90 $0.99 $2.62 $1.36 

Fare revenue per pass.-mile $0.29 $0.29 $0.11 $0.26 $0.33 $0.22 $0.29 

Subsidy per pass.-mile $1.31 $3.50 $0.05 $0.65 $0.67 $2.40 $1.07 

Passenger-miles (millions) 19,185  1,823  1,276  13,024  17,366   2,493  56,099  

Total fare revenues (millions) $5,501 $526 $139 $3,375 $5,676 $547 $16,274 

Operating expenses (millions) $25,117 $6,228 $176 $6,770 $9,328 $2,463 $51,786 

Capital expense (millions) $5,441 $673 $32 $5,016 $7,916 $4,074 $24,286 

Total expenses (millions) $30,558 $6,901 $208 $11,786 $17,244 $6,537 $76,073 

This table summarizes transit service costs, revenues and fares for selected transit modes. 

 
 

Cost and cost recovery (the portion of costs paid by fares) vary depending on conditions. 
Once bus or rail service is provided the marginal cost of an additional passenger is often 
small, consisting of small additional fuel consumption and vehicle wear. When transit 
vehicles have extra capacity, a passenger’s additional fares generally exceed their 
marginal costs, so increased ridership generally provides net revenues. As a result, 
transit system cost recovery tends to increase in an area as per capita transit trips 
increase, and increased ridership tends to provide economic benefits rather than costs.   
 
The table below summarized U.S. transit service costs, subsidies and fare revenues by 
mode. Overall fares averaged 29₵ per passenger-mile, $1.63 per trip, and about $800 
per month for unlimited-use passes.  
 
Figure 5.1.4-8  Subsidies and Fare Revenues by Transit Mode45 

 

Transit costs, subsidies 
and revenues per 
passenger mile vary by 
mode and travel 
conditions. Buses have 
low costs and subsidies 
when operating in denser 
urban areas, but higher 
costs than rail overall 
because they often 
operate in lower density 
suburban and rural areas 
with low load factors.   

 
 
 

                                                      
44 APTA (2021), Public Transportation Fact Book, American Public Transportation Association 
(www.apta.com); at https://bit.ly/3v5SHNl.  
45 APTA (2021).  
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Bicycling and Micromodes 

A utilitarian bicycle with accessories typically costs about $1,000, or $100 annually over 
a ten-year operating life, plus 5₵ per mile in maintenance and repairs, or less if used and 
self-maintained, and many households own bicycles for recreation so the incremental 
costs for using them for utilitarian trips is tiny. Bicycling is therefore estimated to cost 
10₵ per mile. Micromodes such as e-bikes and e-scooters typically cost about twice as 
much as pedal bicycles ($1,000-3,000 to purchase and $200-400 per year to maintain). 
 
Walking 

A person who walks frequently for transportation may spend up to $100 annually in 
additional shoe costs, averaging about 10₵ per mile. This is a higher-bound estimate 
since people often replace shoes before they wear out, for fashion sake or because they 
are lost or chewed by pets, so marginal cost of walking is probably lower. 
 
Active travel (walking and bicycling) may increase food consumption, although most 
people enjoy eating and can benefit from losing weight, so this is usually a benefit 
rather than a cost. Utilitarian bicycling and walking can substitute for other exercise 
activities, reducing health club dues. The Health Economic Assessment Tool (HEAT) for 
Cycling and Walking46 provides methodologies for valuing active transportation 
benefits, including savings from reduced illnesses, pollution and crash risks. 
 
Mobility for People with Disabilities 

Mobility aids are devices and services that provide mobility for people with disabilities. 
An adult walker (technically called a rollator) typically costs $100 to $500. A manual 
wheelchair suitable for daily use typically costs $1,000 to $2,000. A mechanical 
wheelchair $2,000 to $10,000. These require regular maintenance, and many people 
with disabilities have multiple wheelchairs, for example, for a lightweight forldable for 
travel, a sturdy model for rough surfaces, a special sports model, and as a spare if their 
primary equipment is unavailable. These devices require regular maintence, including 
wheel and seat cusion replacements. Wheelchair ownership and operating costs 
typically total several thousand dollars annually. 
 
A private vehicle can be modified to accommodate wheelchair users as passengers or 
drivers. This typically adds $10,000 to $30,000, resulting in $40,000 to $80,000 total 
purchase costs, plus operation and maintenance expenses.  
 
Public transit services have low fares but often limited in location, time and frequency. 
Many public transit agencies offer special mobility services (also called paratransit) 
which provide door-to-door services to people with mobility impairments, such as 
wheelchair users. These services are subsidized with fares that typically range from $2 
to $6 per trip, but these services are usually quite limited in time, location and amount 
of services provided.  

                                                      
46 WHO (2017), Health Economic Assessment Tool for Cycling and Walking, World Health Organization 
Region Office Europe (www.euro.who.int); at www.heatwalkingcycling.org. 

http://www.euro.who.int/
http://www.heatwalkingcycling.org/
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Many communities have private taxis services that accommodate wheelchairs. They 
tend to be expensive, although sometimes subsidized by public agencies, and limited in 
availability, requiring reservations. 
 
The table below compares typical costs. Manual wheelchairs and public transit services 
are relatively inexpensive, but limited in range and service. Electric wheelchairs are 
more expensive, particularly if they are heavily used outdoors. Private vehicles modified 
to accommodate wheelchair are expensive and so only affordable to relatively high-
income households. Wheelchair accommodating taxis are also expensive. 
 
Table 5.1.4-7  Typical Transportation Costs for People with Disabilities 

 Transportation  Typical Costs Service Quality 

Manual wheelchair $200-400 annual Slow. Most limited in range. 

Electric wheelchair $1,000-5,000 annual Slow. Limited in range. 

Private van with wheelchair lift $6,000 to $12,000 per year Requires driver. 

Conventional public transit $2 to $4 per trip Limited in time and destinations 

Mobility services (paratransit) $2 to $6 per trip Limited in time and number of trips. 

Wheelchair accommodating taxi $2 to $6 per mile Somewhat limited in availability 

Wheelchairs and public transit services are relatively inexpensive, but limited in range and service. 
Wheelchair accommodating taxies and private vehicles are expensive and so only affordable to 
relatively high-income households. 

 
 
Telework 

Telework generally requires additional expenditures on telecommunications, home 
office equipment, additional heating and cooling, a home office, and delivery services 
that can cost thousands of dollars annually, although many households make some of 
these investments for personal use, and these costs can be partly offset by business 
office space savings. These incremental costs are therefore likely to average about 
$1,200 annually for a typical teleworker. 
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5.1.5   Cost Comparisons 

Table 5.1.5-2 summarizes estimated costs. These costs vary significantly depending on 
many factors including travel behavior, conditions, and perspective. Some analyses only 
consider variable costs, while others consider average or total costs. 
 
Table 5.1.5-1       Estimated  Fixed and Variable Costs 

Vehicle Class Fixed Variable Total Average Annual Mileage 

 Annual Per-Mile Per-Mile Vehicle-miles per year 

Average Car $4,000 $0.20 $0.60 10,000 

Compact Car $3,000 $0.15 $0.45 10,000 

Electric Car $5,000 $0.10 $0.52 12,000 

Van/Light Truck $6,000 $0.25 $0.75 12,000 

Rideshare Passenger $0 $0.15 $0.15 10,000 

Taxi/ridehailing $0 $2.50 $2.50 1,000 

Carsharing $0 $1.00 $1.00 2,000 

Diesel Bus $0 $0.30 $0.30 2,000 

Electric Bus/Trolley $0 $0.30 $0.30 2,000 

Motorcycle $2,000 $0.10 $0.60 3,000 

Bicycle  $100 $0.05 $0.10 2,000 

Walk $0 $0.10 $0.10 1,000 

Telework $1,200 $0.0 NA NA 

This table summarizes typical fixed, variable and total average user costs, and annual mileages, 
for various modes. Actual costs can vary depending on specific travel activity and conditions. 

 
 
Figure 5.1.5-1 compares user costs for various modes. Walking, bicycling, e-bikes and 
public transit have low costs but are limited in their speed and therefore the distances 
that users can travel. Some modes, such as carsharing, public transit and taxi travel, 
have minimal fixed costs but relatively high variable costs, while automobiles have high 
fixed costs and relatively low variable costs. As a result, once a household obtains an 
automobile they have an incentive to maximize its use in order to justify their large 
investments; a motorist who will spend $10 per day on fixed vehicle expenses has little 
reason to use walk, bike or use public transit since their variable costs are generally less 
than a public transit fare for a particular trip. 
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Figure 5.1.5-1  User Costs Versus Mileage for Various Modes 

 
Taxi and carsharing (dashed lines) have no fixed costs but high variable costs. Automobiles have 
high fixed costs and low variable costs. Walking, bicycling and public transit have low user costs 
but are limited in their annual mileage. Telecommuting is estimated to cost $1,200 per year.  

 
 
The figure below compares typical annual user costs for various modes. Walking, 
bicycling, e-bikes and public transit are more affordable than automobile travel. Even a 
motorcycle or basic car is often unaffordable to lower-income households. For example, 
a basic car driven low annual miles that costs $3,600 per year consumes 15% of a 
$24,000 annual income. Lower-income motorists may be able to bear those costs some 
years but are vulnerable to large but unexpected expenses that can result from 
mechanical failures, crashes, traffic citations or fuel price spikes.   
 
Figure 5.1.5-2  Typical Annual User Costs 

 
Walking, bicycling, e-bikes, and public transit are much cheaper than automobile travel.  
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The affordable modes are relatively slow, which limits users’ annual mileage. This 
indicates that the highly mobile lifestyle required by an automobile-oriented community 
is unaffordable to most low- and moderate-income households. For most lower-income 
households, affordability requires living in a compact, multimodal community where it is 
easy to access common services and activities without driving.  
 

5.1.6  Equity and Efficiency Issues 

Vehicle costs can raise equity and economic efficiency issues. 
 
As previously mentioned, experts define affordability as households spending no more 
than 45% of their total budgets on housing and transportation combined. For a typical 
household that spends 30% of their budget on housing, this requires spending less than 
15% on transportation. The graph below shows the portion of household budgets 
devoted to transportation, based on Consumer Expenditure Survey data.  
 
Figure 5.1.6-1        Vehicle Expenditures by Income, 2012-2020 (BLS 2012-2020) 

 

 
Affordability generally 
requires that households 
spend no more than 15% of 
their budgets on 
transportation, indicated by 
the dashed line. Most low- 
and moderate-income vehicle-
owing households spend far 
more than that threshold, 
indicating that vehicle 
ownership is unaffordable to 
many households  

 
 
This indicates that most low- and moderate-income vehicle-owning households spend 
more than is considered affordable on transportation, indicating that automobile 
ownership is regressive. This can be particularly burdensome because vehicles 
sometimes incurs large, unpredictable expenses due to mechanical failures, crashes and 
traffic violations, leaving low-income households with high costs and inadequate 
mobility. Of course, every household is unique. Many lower-income households own 
vehicles and are able to minimize their expenses most years by owning older vehicle 
with minimal insurance, and limiting their annual mileage. Despite these strategies, 
lower-income households are often financially burdened by motor vehicle expenses.  
 
Many vehicle costs are inefficiently priced. Motorists pay approximately the same 
purchase and lease payments, insurance premiums and registration fees regardless of 
the amount they drive, although some costs they reflect, including crash risk and 
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roadway costs, increase with vehicle travel. As a result, lower-annual-mileage motorists 
tend to overpay and higher-annual mileage motorists tend to underpay their true costs. 
High fixed costs encourage vehicle owners to maximize their driving in order to “get 
their money’s worth” from those large expenditures.  
 

5.1.7  Conclusions 

Vehicle cost information is available from various sources. Estimates provided by 
consumer organizations, such as automobile associations, should be considered upper-
bound values because they reflect the types of vehicles chosen by their clients: 
relatively new automobiles with comprehensive insurance. In contrast, estimates 
provided by consumer expenditure surveys can be considered lower-bound values 
because consumers tend to underreport many vehicle costs, particularly infrequent 
expenses such as major repairs, traffic citations and crash damage costs.  
   
Automobiles and motorcycles fixed costs are estimated based on consumer surveys, 
rounded upward to reflect underreporting. Electric cars have higher fixed costs and 
lower-variable costs than comparable fossil fuel vehicles. Motorcycle fixed costs are 
lower than for automobiles, but their average costs are relatively high due to their low 
annual mileage. Bicycles are estimated to have $100 per year fixed costs, and 
telecommuting is estimated to add $1,200 in annual costs for additional equipment and 
utilities, home office space, and special deliveries.  
 
Table 5.1.7-1      Fixed Vehicle Costs  

Vehicle Class Urban Peak Urban Off-Peak Rural Average 

Average Car 0.272 0.272 0.272 0.272 

Compact Car 0.239 0.239 0.239 0.239 

Electric Car 0.341 0.341 0.341 0.341 

Van/Light Truck 0.354 0.354 0.354 0.354 

Rideshare Passenger 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

Diesel Bus 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

Electric Bus/Trolley 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

Motorcycle 0.333 0.333 0.333 0.333 

Bicycle 0.066 0.066 0.066 0.066 

Walk 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

Telework 0.264 0.264 0.264 0.264 

(2007 U.S. Dollars per Vehicle Mile) 

 
 
Vehicle operating (variable) costs are based on consumer survey data, including fuel, 
tire wear and mileage-based depreciation, with higher rates under urban-peak 
conditions to reflect stop-and-go driving. Transit fares average about 30₵ per passenger-
mile, and ridesharing costs about 15₵ per passenger-mile. Telecommuting has no 
variable costs. Walking and bicycling have low operating costs. 
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Table 5.1.7-2       Variable Vehicle Costs  

Vehicle Class Urban Peak Urban Off-Peak Rural Average 

Average Car 0.1940 0.1690 0.1439 0.1637 

Compact Car 0.1412 0.1228 0.1043 0.1188 

Electric Car 0.2732 0.2376 0.2020 0.2310 

Van/Light Truck 0.2732 0.2376 0.2020 0.2310 

Rideshare Passenger 0.0040 0.0040 0.0026 0.0026 

Diesel Bus 6.9300 1.3860 1.3860 2.4948 

Electric Bus/Trolley 11.8800 3.1680 3.1680 4.9104 

Motorcycle 0.0818 0.0713 0.0660 0.0713 

Bicycle  0.0264 0.0264 0.0264 0.0264 

Walk 0.0528 0.0528 0.0528 0.0528 

Telework 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

(2007 U.S. Dollars per Vehicle Mile) 

 
 
Some modes are subsidized. Electric cars receive purchase subsidies and pay no road 
user taxes, subsidies totaling 8₵ per vehicle-mile. Public transit receives 60% to 80% 
subsidies, depending on mode and conditions. Allocating these costs is challenging. Both 
costs and revenues tend to increase with urban density. Fares are generally greater than 
the marginal cost of accommodating an additional transit trip so increased ridership 
usually increases cost recovery and reduces per-mile subsidies. For simplicity sake 
transit subsidies are assigned equally to all conditions.  
 
Table 5.1.7-3       Vehicle Subsidies 

Vehicle Class Urban Peak Urban Off-Peak Rural Average 

Average Car 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

Compact Car 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

Electric Car 0.0800 0.0800 0.0800 0.0800 

Van/Light Truck 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

Rideshare Passenger 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

Diesel Bus 0.4090 0.4090 0.4090 0.4090 

Electric Bus/Trolley 0.4750 0.4750 0.4750 0.4750 

Motorcycle 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

Bicycle  0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

Walk 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

Telework 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

(2007 U.S. Dollars per Vehicle Mile) 
 
 

US Automobile Cost Range: The Minimum value is a rounded lower estimate and the 
Maximum is based on the Automobile Association estimate.  

     Minimum Maximum 
  Fixed   $0.21  $0.37 
  Variable        $0.12  $0.18 
  Total   $0.33  $0.55  
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